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ABSTRACT 
The Army, Air Force and Navy all have a cadre of Financial Management (FM) 
officers.  Although the three military services all employ FM military officers, the 
structure, management practices and policies governing each service’s FM officer 
communities differ.  One consequence is that each service experiences a different FM 
officer utilization rate.  This thesis presents each service’s approach to its FM community 
structure and management, identifying strengths, weaknesses and utilization rates.  Using 
Nadler and Tushman’s congruence model, an analysis of the Navy’s FM community was 
conducted.  This analysis identified areas in which the Navy can improve the utilization 
rate of its FM subspecialty coded officers.   
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As the Department of Defense (DoD) balances the budgetary requirements of 
financing the ongoing operations in Iraq, Afghanistan, and the Global War on Terrorism 
with recapitalizing and reconstituting its departments, managing the services’ 
professional cadre of military Financial Management (FM) officers is increasingly 
important.  The Navy continually strives to improve the management of its human capital 
resources.  The utilization of the Navy’s cadre of FM subspecialty coded officers is 
constantly reviewed, with some questioning whether the Navy is effectively leveraging 
the skills of its FM officers (i.e., achieving a high utilization rate).  Although the Air 
Force, Army and Navy all employ FM military officers, the structure, management 
practices and policies governing each service’s FM officer communities differ, thus how 
these officers are utilized across the three services also differs. 
B. OBJECTIVE 
This thesis analyzes the structure and management practices and policies that 
govern the management of officers within the three services’ FM communities and their 
impact on utilization.  It will evaluate the strengths and weaknesses in each service’s 
structure and the management of its FM officers, ideally identifying key differences in 
structure and management practices and policies that could potentially be used to 
improve the utilization of the Navy’s FM military officers. 
C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
1. Primary Research Question 
 What changes and modifications to managing the Navy’s FM subspecialty 
coded officer community could improve its utilization rate? 
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2. Secondary Research Questions 
 How does the Navy manage its FM subspecialty coded officers and what 
effect does this management have on FM subspecialty coded officer 
utilization? 
 How does the Navy’s FM military officer management compare to the Air 
Force and Army? 
 What are the strengths and weaknesses of the different service’s FM 
military officer community structures? 
 
D. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
This thesis examines the structure and management practices and policies of the 
Air Force, Army and Navy which govern their respective FM officer communities.  The 
analysis of the structure, management policies and practices is restricted to their effects 
on the utilization of each service’s FM officers.  For the purpose of this study, the term 
“utilization” is defined as the percentage of FM officers, i.e., those with a P or Q FM 
subspecialty code suffix, who are in the process of completing or have already completed 
a Financial Management tour.  For the Departments of the Air Force and Army, which 
have dedicated FM career fields, “utilization” is measured by the number of tours spent 
within the FM career field in relation to the number of tours spent outside the FM 
community.  This thesis did not attempt to define or measure the effectiveness of the 
services’ FM communities. 
E. METHODOLOGY 
First, the Departments of the Air Force and Army were analyzed to identify key 
management practices and policies which allowed both services to approach 100 percent 
FM officer utilization.  Organizational data were gathered for the Department of the 
Army from Army Pamphlet 600-3, December 2007, Commissioned Officer Professional 
Development and Career Management and the Functional Area (FA) 45 Professional 
Development Guide.  Air Force data were collected from the Air Force’s Development 
Plan Primer for the Air Force Financial Management Professionals 2006 Edition. 
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Next, it is necessary to understand the function and design of the subspecialty 
codes within the Navy, specifically the FM subspecialty code.  This was accomplished by 
examining the instructions governing the Navy subspecialty code system, highlighting 
the FM subspecialty code as delineated in the Navy’s Manual of Navy Officer Manpower 
and Personnel Classifications, NAVPERS 15839I, and the Naval Military Personnel 
Manual, MILPERSMAN. 
Subsequently the Navy’s FM subspecialty code community was examined.  The 
Navy’s FM community structure, the management policies and practices and their effect 
on FM officer utilization were identified.  Navy subspecialty code utilization percentages 
were generated through data obtained from three queries of the Naval Personnel 
Command Officer Distribution Information System (ODIS).   An interview with the prior 
Director, Office of Budget and Fiscal Management Division, N-82, was conducted.  Also, 
the Navy’s FM subspecialty organization was analyzed to determine the system’s overall 
congruence and the effect the congruence had on Navy FM officer utilization.  The model 
used in the analysis, A Congruence Model for Organization Analysis, was created by 
David A. Nadler and Michael L. Tushman.  The model’s “major premise is that for an 
organization to be effective, its subparts or components must be consistently structured 
and managed…[T]hey must approach a state of congruence” (Nadler and Tushman 39).  
Lastly, recommendations for improving the structure, management practices and 
policies governing the management of the Navy’s FM subspecialty coded officers are 
presented.  Recommendations were based on improving Navy FM officer utilization. 
F. ORGANIZATION FOR REMAINING CHAPTERS 
Chapters II and III explore the FM communities of the Departments of the Air 
Force and Army respectively.  The general structure, management practices and policies 
governing the management of each service’s FM community and the utilization of its FM 
officers is presented.  Each chapter culminates by summarizing the service’s FM 
community strengths and weaknesses in relation to utilization.  
Chapter IV begins by outlining the Navy Subspecialty Code System's function 
and structure.   This is followed by a description of the current structure, management 
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practices and policies governing Navy FM subspecialty coded officers, making reference 
to previous research associated with Navy’s FM subspecialty coded officers.  In addition, 
Chapter IV outlines the Congruence Model for Organization Analysis created by David 
A. Nadler and Michael L. Tushman.  This model will be used in the last part of that 
chapter as a framework to analyze the “organizational fit” of the Navy’s FM officer 
community and its effect on utilization (Nadler and Tushman 45).   Chapter V provides 
specific recommendations to modify the structure, management practices and policies 
governing the Navy Financial Management subspecialty to improve utilization of FM 
subspecialty coded officers. 
G. SUMMARY 
Employing Navy FM Subspecialty coded officers to the fullest extent is extremely 
important.  Utilizing their skills will potentially increase the Navy’s likelihood of success 
in an environment which is becoming more and more fiscally constrained.  This study 
will provide insight into the FM communities of the Air Force, Army, and Navy in order 
to identify ways in which the Navy can increase the utilization of its FM subspecialty 
coded officers 
This chapter began with a brief introduction and the objective of the thesis. The 
research questions which the thesis will answer were introduced along with its scope and 
limitations.  The methodology used was presented and followed by the organization for 




 II.  THE U.S. AIR FORCE 
A.   INTRODUCTION 
This chapter examines the FM community of the Department of the Air Force.  
First, a brief background of the FM community will be provided.  Second, the 
management practices and policies will be explored.  Third, the current utilization of FM 
community officers will be discussed.  Finally, the strengths and weakness of the FM 
community’s management practices and policies, and their effect on utilization, will be 
identified.  
B.   FM COMMUNITY 
1.   Background 
Upon accession into the Air Force, an officer is assigned a career field: pilot, 
navigator, space and missile, transportation, intelligence, financial management, etc.  As 
with the Navy’s Officer Designator Code (ODC), Air Force officers are assigned Air 
Force Specialty Codes (AFSC) which identify their occupation.  The AFSCs for officers 
are four digit and alpha-numeric.   
In the Air Force, FM is a stand-alone career field and officers within this field are 
recognized by AFSC 65FX (AFI 36-2101).   As an officer in the 65FX career field, one is 
expected to progress through FM billets of increasing responsibility and expertise.  
Typical FM billets for officers in the ranks between 2nd Lieutenant (0-1) and Captain (0-
3) are: 
 
 Deputy, Financial Analysis Office (FMA) 
 Deputy Financial service Officer (FSO) 
 Systems Program Office (SPO) Program Analyst 
 SPO Product Center Staff 
 Director FMA 
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 FSO 
 Major Command (MAJCOM) Staff 
 Chief of Program (Air Force FM Primer 12) 
 
During these years, the Air Force FM officer is expected to focus on learning 
basic financial management skills:  Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Financial 
Analysis, Acquisition (AQ) Financial Analysis and Financial services (Air Force FM 
Primer 12).  The Air Force FM community also offers the following education and 
training courses for its Company Grade1 FM officers: 
 
 Basic FM Officer Course 
 FM Officer Contingency Course 
 FM Staff Officer Course 
 Masters Degree (Air Force FM Primer 12) 
 
At the 0-4 and 0-5 levels, after forging a foundation of FM experience during 
their years as Company Grade officers, Air Force FM officers continue their career in the 
FM community by filling billets of increasing responsibility and authority.  For many 
officers, the culmination of these years is the opportunity to command a FM squadron.  
Billets typically filled by Majors and Lieutenant Colonels are the following:  
 
 Squadron Commander (small/medium) 
 Air Force Cost Analysis Agency (AFCAA) Division Chief 
 Pentagon tour 
 Squadron Commander (large) 
 Deputy Group Commander (Air Force FM Primer 12) 
 
 
1 Company Grade officer denotes an officer between the rank of 0-1 and 0-3. 
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In addition to the above billets, FM officers between the ranks of 0-4 and 0-5 have 
the opportunity to diversify their career path by applying for Air Force internships, 
operational assignments, and joint duty (Air Force FM Primer 12).  FM officers at the 
Major and Lieutenant Colonel level are also expected to continue their education by 
experiencing or obtaining one or more of the following courses and professional 
certification: 
 
 Certified Defense Financial Manager 
 Defense FM & Comptroller School 
 Intermediate and Senior Development Education (Air Force FM Primer 
12) 
 
Officers in the FM community attaining the ranks of 0-6 and above will 
potentially fill the following senior leadership billets: 
 
 Wing Commander 
 Group Commander 
 MAJCOM Financial service Office (FMF)/ Financial Analysis Office 
(FMA) 
 MAJCOM FM (Air Force FM Primer 13) 
 
The career of the Air Force FM officer is guided by the Force Development 
Doctrine: developing the officer through experience, education and training, and 
leadership (Air Force FM Primer 7).  Table 1 summarizes the typical 65FX officer 




Table 1.   Air Force FM Officer Development Roadmap (Air Force FM Primer 11) 
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2.   FM Community Management  
The Air Force’s FM community is managed under the Force Development 
construct outlined in the Air Force Doctrine Document 1-1, which governs all Air Force 
communities.  Force Development combines education, training and experience to 
develop Airman with the skills to meet the Air Force Mission (AFDD 1-1 20).  More 
specifically, Force Development in the Air Force seeks to: 
 
 Deliberately connect all training and education opportunities to 
assignment experiences to build competencies that meet USAF needs 
across career fields  
 Purposefully connect individuals' goals with USAF needs to best achieve 
both  
 Invest the right education, training and experience in the right person at 
the right time  
 Enhance leadership and individuals' understanding of their roles to best 
utilize their inputs in the development and assignment process  (Scheiner 
1) 
 
To implement this strategy, the Chief of Staff of the Air Force delegates Force 
Development to each Air Force community’s Functional Authority (FA).  The FA for the 
Air Force’s FM community is the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force 
for Financial Management and Comptroller.  The FA incorporates the ideas of Force 
Development into the strategy and goals of the Air Force’s FM community (Scheiner 1). 
Working for the FA are two Functional Managers.  The Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of the Air Force for Financial Operations and the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
the Air Force for Budget act in concert as the FM community’s Functional Managers and 
are responsible to the FA for successfully implementing Force Development within the 
FM community (Scheiner 1), and providing prioritization plans and career field 




accomplish this mission through the community’s Development Team, in coordination 
with the Officer Assignment Teams (OATs) within the Air Force Personnel Command 
(AFPC).  
a.  The FM Development Team 
The Air Force FM community’s Development Team (DT) is co-chaired by 
the FM community’s two Functional Managers. The FM DT comprises senior FM 
leaders to include all major command comptrollers, representatives from the combatant 
commands, and general officer and Senior Executive service representatives from the Air 
Staff and the Air Force Audit Agency (Scheiner 1).   
In 2006, the Air Force FM DT published the FM Professional 
Development Plan Primer. The goal of the Primer, as stated by the Co-Chairs, is to 
build awareness and educate Air Force Financial Management (AF FM) 
on expectations of professional development for our Airmen (officer, 
enlisted and civilian)…it serves as an excellent tool for AF FM 
professionals to mentor and counsel other AF FM professionals [and] 
affords FM leaders at every echelon throughout the Air Force a baseline 
for developing the FM leaders of the future (FM Primer 2). 
The FM Primer essentially provides all FM community personnel with a 
“generic” FM career path, highlighting typical jobs and educational and training 
opportunities over the career of a FM officer. 
b.  The FM Officer Assignment Team (OAT) 
The FM OAT is composed of officers from the FM career field.  The 
senior member of the FM OAT served as a FM squadron commander or held a critical 
position within the FM community (AFAS 19).  The OAT has overall assignment 
authority for filling FM community billet requirements (AFAS 19).   
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3.   65FX Officer Utilization 
Because FM is a stand-alone career path within the Air Force, FM officer 
utilization approaches 100 percent2.  Recall from Chapter I that “utilization” is measured 
by the number of tours spent within the FM career field in relation to the number of tours 
spent outside the FM community.  Officer assignments within the FM AFSC (AFSC 
65FX) are, as stated above, controlled by the FM OAT.   
A new assignment process was launched by the Air Force in 2008 as a part of its 
Force Development construct, entitled the Airman Development Plan (ADP).  ADP is a 
web-based assignment tool to place the “Right Airman… [with the] Right Experience… 
[with the] Right Training… [in the] Right Job” (AFDD 1-1).  ADP is the linkage between 
the officer, the officer’s reporting senior, the FM OAT, and the FM DT. 
Each FM officer has his/her own web-based ADP, which is accessed by the FM 
OAT (during the assignment process) and FM DT (twice a year to monitor officer 
development) and contains the following four items: 
 
 Development plan 
 Highlighted Single Unit Retrieval Form (SURF) (Officer assignment 
history) 
 OPRs, training reports, decoration citations  
 Career planning diagram (AFPC) 
 
The developmental plan includes the future assignment preferences of the FM 
officer and his/her developmental preferences (e.g., joint tour, advanced education) 
(AFPC).  During the assignment process, the FM OAT balances the assignments 
available with the officer’s personal preferences and development needs.  Although 
officers have the opportunity for developmental tours (e.g., joint service ours, advanced 
 
2 Actual numerical data were not available at the time of this thesis to compute a numerical utilization 
value.  This thesis assumes that Air Force FM officers are assigned according to the management policies 
outlined in this chapter, specifically Table 1.  This thesis therefore, realizing career deviation is possible, 
assumes that Air Force FM officer utilization approaches but is not equal to 100%.     
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education tours, etc.) utilizing FM officers outside of their AFSC is “limited to ensure 
their long-term functional viability” within the FM community (AFAS 11). 
4.   Strengths and Weaknesses 
a. Strengths 
The Air Force’s FM community’s structure and management practices and 
policies have many strengths: self management, the member’s FM experience level, 
command opportunity, and the assignment process.  Each of these strengths stems from 
the most significant attribute, i.e., the Air Force FM community is a stand-alone career 
field.   
Because the 65FX community is a stand-alone career field, management is 
carried out by its own members.  Senior officers who have successfully risen through the 
rank and file of the FM community set the strategies and policies which develop the 
community’s members (i.e., FM Development Team).  Thus, the development of FM 
officers is guided by a single “voice” of experience.  Air Force FM officers do not have 
to balance their careers between multiple communities which may or may not have 
competing management practices and policies concerning the member’s development and 
utilization priorities.   
Because the 65FX community is a stand-alone career field, an FM 
officer’s career progresses through multiple FM assignments where he or she continually 
refines his or her financial management acumen at multiple levels within the Air Force 
organizational structure (i.e., squadron, group, and wing).  This type of career progression 
creates a solid, highly experienced cadre of FM officers who are ultimately responsible 
for managing the service’s fiscal resources. 
As a stand-alone career field, the FM community provides command 
opportunities to those within it.  Command opportunity for FM officers begins at the rank 
of Lieutenant Colonel at the squadron level and progresses to Colonel at the group and 
wing level, culminating in the position of Air Force Director of FM at the General Officer  
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level.  Command opportunity not only provides career goals for FM officers, but places 
FM officers on equal footing with those officers gaining command positions within other 
Air Force career fields.  
As a stand-alone career field, the FM community’s assignment process, 
conducted by FM officers on the OATs, uses guidance from the FM Development 
Team’s strategies and policies.  FM assignment officers are intimately familiar with their 
career field, the FM community’s needs and the proper development track for FM 
community members.  The combination of these factors increases the Air Force’s ability 
to place the right officer in the right job at the right time (AFDD 1-1).  Taken in whole, 
these strengths help the Air Force approach 100 percent utilization of its FM officers. 
b. Weaknesses 
The major weakness in the Air Force’s FM community structure is the 
lack of diversity in its members.  “To ensure their long-term functional viability,” FM 
officer’s developmental tours outside of the FM career field are limited (AFAS 11).  Due 
to this policy, Air Force FM officers may not have as much exposure to the operational 
commands and functions as their counterparts in the Army and Navy.  Although a 
weakness, this fact increases the utilization of Air Force FM officers. 
C.   SUMMARY 
This chapter discussed the Air Force’s FM community.  First, FM community 
background information was provided including a description of the coding system used 
to identify Air Force officers and an overview of the Air Force FM Officer’s “typical” 
assignment, education, and development.  Next, the management practices and policies of 
the FM community were presented by examining the roles and membership of the FM 
Developmental Team and the Officer Assignment Teams.  Air Force FM officer 
utilization was then examined, showing that utilization approaches 100 percent.  Lastly, 
the strengths and weaknesses of the FM community were presented.  The following 
chapter will examine the FM community of the U.S. Army.   
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III.  THE U.S. ARMY 
A.   INTRODUCTION 
In the preceding chapter, the U.S. Air Force’s FM community was analyzed, 
identifying the strengths and weaknesses of its structure and management policies and 
practices and their effects on FM officer utilization.  The analysis showed that the Air 
Force’s FM community has, through its structure and management practices and policies, 
enabled high FM officer utilization.  This chapter extends the analysis to include the FM 
community of the U.S. Army.  It begins by providing a brief background of the Army’s 
FM community. Next, the Army FM communities' structure and management practices 
and policies will be examined to identify their strengths and weaknesses, and how they 
affect utilization. 
B.   FM COMMUNITY 
1.   Background 
Upon commissioning, Army officers are designated into one of sixteen branches 
which fall under the three main branches:  Combat Arms Branch, Combat Support Arms 
Branch, and Combat service Support Branch.  The Finance Branch falls under the 
Combat service Support Branch and officers assigned to this branch are assigned Military 
Occupation Specialty (MOS) 44 (Finance Officer).  The MOS is the Army equivalent of 
the Navy ODC and Air Force AFSC.  In addition to the Finance Officer MOS, within the 
Finance Branch is the Functional Area (FA) Comptroller (FA 45).   “FAs [are] a grouping 
of officers by technical specialty or skills other than an arm, service, or branch that 
usually requires unique education, training and experience” (DA PAM 600-3 13).  Figure 





BRANCH 11 INFANTRY  
 11A INFANTRY  
BRANCH 12 ARMOR  
 12A ARMOR, GENERAL  
 12B ARMOR  
 12C CAVALRY  
BRANCH 13 FIELD ARTILLERY  
 13A FIELD ARTILLERY, GENERAL  
BRANCH 14 AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY  
 14A AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY, GENERAL  
 14B SHORT-RANGE AIR DEFENSE (SHORAD) ARTILLERY  
 14D HAWK MISSILE AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY  
 14E PATRIOT MISSILE AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY  
BRANCH 15 AVIATION  
 15A AVIATION, GENERAL  
 15B AVIATION COMBINED ARMS OPERATIONS  
 15C AVIATION ALL-SOURCE INTELLIGENCE  
 15D AVIATION LOGISTICS  
BRANCH 44 FINANCE  
 44A FINANCE, GENERAL 
FA 43 HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
 43A HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT OFFICER  
FA 45 COMPTROLLER  
 45A COMPTROLLER  
FA 46 PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
 46A PUBLIC AFFAIRS, GENERAL  
 46B BROADCAST  




a. Branch 44 Finance Corps 
Similar to the Air Force, FM officers in the Army have a distinct career 
progression.  Army FM officers are expected to progress through tours and enhance their 
FM skills and knowledge while continuing to develop themselves as leaders.  All Army 
FM officers initially complete the Finance Basic Officer Leader Course (FBLOC) prior to 
their first assignment within the Finance Branch.  Typical assignments for Lieutenants (0-
1 and 0-2) include (list not all-inclusive): 
 
 FM Detachment Operations Officer 
 FM Detachment XO 
 FM Company Operations Officer 
 FM Company Disbursing Officer (DA PAM 600-3 365) 
 
Upon reaching the rank of Captain (0-3), officers attend the Finance 
Captains’ Career Course (FCCC).  FCCC is designed to prepare officers for command of 
an FM Detachment, FM Company XO or FM staff duties (DA PAM 600-3 365).  Upon 
completing FCCC, FM Captains will be assigned to the following type of billets (list not 
all-inclusive): 
 
 FM Detachment Commander 
 FM Company Executive Officer 
 Battalion/Brigade Staff Officer (DA PAM 600-3 365) 
 
Army officers are required to complete Intermediate Level Education 
(ILE) between their eighth and twelfth years of service.  ILE is an Army education 
program aimed at developing newly appointed Majors (0-4s).  The ILE program is a two 
phased event.  The first phase is operationally focused and officers from all branches 
attend.  The second phase of ILE is Branch/FA specific and centers on the technical 
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requirements of the officer’s Branch or FA (DA PAM 600-3 366).  Typical assignments 
for Finance Branch Majors are (list not all inclusive): 
 
 FM Company Commander 
 Finance Management Center (FMC) Finance Officer 
 FMC  Disbursing Officer (DA PAM 600-3 366) 
 
As Finance Branch officers progress through the ranks of Major and 
Lieutenant Colonel, opportunities are available for career broadening assignments outside 
of the Finance Branch, such as Joint, Headquarters staff, White House or Congressional 
tours  (DA PAM 600-3 366).  FM officers at the rank of Lieutenant Colonel can expect 
Finance Branch assignments to the following (list not all-inclusive): 
 
 Finance Branch Finance Officer 
 Division Comptroller 
 Training or Branch Generalist Battalion Command (DA PAM 600-
3 366) 
 
The following Branch positions are typical assignments for those officers 
reaching the rank of Colonel (list not all inclusive): 
 
 Chief, Finance Corps 
 Commandant, Finance School 
 Branch or Generalist Brigade or Group Command 
 Commander, United States Army Finance Command 
(USAFINCOM)  (DA PAM 600-3 366) 
  





















































Table 2.   Finance Branch Officer Developmental Model (DA PAM 600-3 368) 
 
b.  Functional Area 45 (Comptroller) 
Functional Area 45 is within the Finance Branch, the Army’s 
Comptrollers.  An officer enters FA 45 after having being designated by the Career Field 
Designation board (CFD) during his or her seventh year of service.  The board process 
will be subsequently explained in the Management Practices and Policies section.  
Because officers are not designated into FA 45 until their seventh year of service, there 
are no FA 45 billets for officers at the 0-1 ad 0-2 level.  During an FA 45 officer’s years 
as a Captain (0-3), he/she has the opportunity to apply for advanced education related to 




 Budget Officer 
 Budget Analyst 
 Program Analyst (DA PAM 600-3 371) 
 
Upon selection to Major (0-4) and final Career Field Designation (CFD), 
FA 45 officers must complete the common ILE course, as well as the FA 45 ILE course. 
(the CFD process will be explained in the following section).  Examples of billets which 
FA 45 Majors can expect to fill are (list not all-inclusive): 
 
 Budget Officer 
 Budget Analyst 
 Management Analyst 
 Deputy Comptroller 
 Program Budget Officer 
 HQDA/DOD/Joint/NATO Staff Officer (DA PAM 600-3 372) 
 
In addition to the above billets, Army officers at the Major and Lieutenant 
Colonel levels can compete for Training With Industry (TWI) tours.  
TWI is a unique opportunity for FA 45 officers to work in financial 
management of private sector businesses to learn the best business 
practices for possible Army implementation. The Comptroller Proponency 
Office successfully piloted its TWI program in 2001. Corporate partners 
currently include General Electric, Motorola, USAA, and Boeing. Five 
officers will be competitively selected annually to participate in this 12-
month experience that provides extensive exposure to managerial 
techniques and business practices within corporate America. Following 
their TWI tour, an officer is placed in a validated Army Educational 
Requirements System position for two years and incurs an active-duty 
service obligation two times the length of the TWI tour (FA 45 
Professional Development Guide 4-4). 
Not all officers are able to participate in the TWI program due to short 
supply of these billets.  Many FA 45 Lieutenant Colonels will be assigned to the 
following types of billets, most of which are senior staff positions (list not all inclusive): 
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 Division Comptroller 
 Chief, Budget Operations 
 Military Assistant/Executive Officer 
 Director of Resource Management 
 Deputy Corps G8 
 Chief, Budget Analysis (DA PAM 600-3 372) 
 
Officers in the FA 45 community attaining the ranks of 0-6 and above will 
potentially fill the following senior leadership billets (list not all inclusive): 
 
 Army Comptroller 
 Deputy Chief of Staff, Resource Management 
 Corps G8 
 Chief, Comptroller Division 
 Deputy Director for Cost Analysis 
 












































Table 3.   FA 45 Developmental Model (DA PAM 600-3 374) 
 
2.   Finance Branch and FA 45 Management  
The management of the Finance Branch and FA 45 communities, much like the 
Air Force, is guided by a service wide doctrine, the Army’s Leadership Development 
(DA PAM 600-3).  Leadership Development in the Army is broken down into three 
domains:  institutional training, operational assignments, and self-development. 
Institutional training- During institutional training, leaders learn the 
knowledge, skills and attributes essential to high-quality leadership while 
training to perform critical tasks. [It] provides the solid foundation upon 
which all future development rests [and] supports the progressive, 
sequential education and training required to develop branch/FA technical 
and tactical competencies as well as the core dimensions of leadership. 
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Operational assignments- Upon completion of institutional training, 
leaders are ideally assigned to operational positions. This operational 
experience provides them the opportunity to use, hone, and build on what 
they learned through the formal education process.  Experience gained 
through on-the-job training in a variety of challenging assignments and 
additional duties prepares officers to lead and train Soldiers, both in 
garrison and ultimately in combat. 
Self-development- [Consists] of individual study, research, professional 
reading, practice, and self-assessment, [and] is accomplished via 
numerous means (that is, studying, observing, and experiencing) and is 
consistent with an officer’s personal self-development action plan and 
professional goals. Self-development is the key aspect of individual officer 
qualification that solidifies the Army leader development process (DA 
PAM 600-3 7). 
Implementing the Leadership Development process in the Army is a combined 
effort of the Army’s Proponent System and the Officer Personnel Management System. 
a.  The Army Proponent System 
Each Branch and FA within the Army has a Proponent.  The Proponent for 
the Finance Branch and FA 45 is the Director, U.S. Army Finance School and the 
Comptroller Proponency Office, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Financial 
Management and Comptroller) respectively.   
Proponents guide, shape, and develop his/her respective Branches and FAs 
so that they are able to meet the Army’s future needs, capabilities and requirements.  The 
Proponents accomplish this mission by formulating developmental models and generic 
career roadmaps for its officers who encompass the three Army leadership domains:  
institutional training, operational assignments, and self-development.  The developmental 
models depict, chronologically by rank, the education, training, and billets officers within 
each Branch and FA can typically expect to experience. They are published in 
Department of the Army Pamphlet 600-3 (DA PAM 600-3 10).  Tables 2 and 3 in the 
preceding two sections are examples of the Finance Branch and FA 45 Proponent 
developmental models.  In addition to the developmental model published in DA PAM 
600-3, the FA 45 Proponency Office has published an FA specific guide, the FA 45 
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Professional Development Guide (FA 45 PDG).  The guide “depicts various career 
patterns that officers with a Comptroller functional area may pursue to meet their 
individual career objectives, and remain competitive for positions of greater 
responsibility” (FA 45 PDG). 
b.  The Officer Personnel Management System (OPMS) 
Officer Personnel Management falls under the cognizance of the Officer 
Personnel Management Directorate, U.S. Army Human Resources Command (OPMD, 
AHRC). The purpose of the OPMS, as stated in DA PAM 600-3, is to: 
enhance the effectiveness and professionalism of the officer corps. OPMS 
encompasses all policies and procedures by which Army field grade, 
company grade, and WOs are trained, educated, developed, assigned, 
evaluated, promoted, and separated from Active Duty. OPMS consists of 
personnel management policies and procedures that assure a deployable, 
professional officer corps capable of meeting the challenges of the future 
force as embodied in joint operations concepts. 
The OPMS, much like the Air Force’s ADP, has many subsystems which 
contain officers’ records, to include evaluations, Branch and FA developmental models 
provided by their respective Proponency Office, assignment history, and assignment 
preferences.  Assignment and career managers at OPMD, AHRC use OPMS as a tool to 
meet the assignment requirements of the Army’s Branches and FAs (DA PAM 600-3 22).  
Each Branch and FA, such as the Finance Branch and FA 45, has their own assignment 
managers located at the Career Management Division at OPMD. 
3.   Finance Branch and FA 45 Officer Utilization  
The Finance Branch and FA 45 are stand-alone career paths within the Army.  
Utilization of officers in both fields approaches 100 percent3.  Recall from Chapter I that 
“utilization” is measured by the number of tours spent within the FM career field in 
 
3 Actual numerical data were not available at the time of this thesis to compute a numerical utilization 
value.  This thesis assumes that Army FM officers, both Finance Branch and FA 45, are assigned according 
to the management policies outlined in this chapter, specifically Tables 2 and 3.  This thesis therefore, 
realizing career deviation is possible, assumes that Army FM officer utilization, both Finance Branch and 
FA 45, approaches but is not equal to 100%.     
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relation to the number of tours spent outside the FM community.  Officers’ assignments 
within these two fields, as stated in the previous section, are controlled by their respective 
Branch and FA assignment officers.   
Army officers are only assigned to one Branch or one FA at a time.  Officers 
assigned to the Finance Branch during the initial Branch designation process upon 
accession will progress through their company grade years in developmental assignments 
within the Finance Branch.  However, because the Finance Branch is a “donor branch”4, 
officers within this branch may be detailed to “recipient branches”5 which have higher 
Lieutenant (0-1 and 0-2) requirements, thus lowering the utilization rate of Finance 
Branch Lieutenants.  Finance Branch Lieutenants are not typically pulled to meet these 
requirements and therefore losing these officers to “recipient branches” has minimal 
impact on utilization.   
The Army does not have any Lieutenant (0-1 and 0-2) billets and minimal Captain 
billets in the FA 45 community, therefore Army utilization tracking of FA 45 officers 
begins at the Major level (DA PAM 600-3 13).  
During the seventh year of service, all Army Captains undergo the Career Field 
Designation (CFD) process.  The CFD process determines either the Branch or FA in 
which the officer will continue his or her career (DA PAM 600-3 14).  The CFD process 
is completed using considerations such as Army strength requirements and officer 
performance, education, skill and preference.  After CFD and upon being promoted to 
Major, Finance Branch officers will be assigned to positions only within their CFD 
Branch, therefore maximizing utilization. 
Officers receiving CFD into FA 45 can expect educational and training 
assignments prior to being selected to Major, which will prepare them for the  
 
 
4 Donor branches are Adjutant General, Finance, Military Police, Military Intelligence, Ordnance, 
Quartermaster, Signal, and Transportation (DA PAM 614-100 5). 
5 Recipient branches for the branch detail program are Air Defense Artillery, Armor, Chemical, Field 
Artillery and Infantry (DA PAM 614-100 5). 
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Comptroller FA.  Upon being selected for Major, FA 45 officers will only be assigned to 
billets within the FA 45 community, therefore maximizing utilization (DA PAM 600-3 
16). 
4.   Strengths and Weaknesses 
a.  Strengths 
The structure and management practices and policies of the Finance 
Branch and FA 45 communities share a few strengths.  Similar to the Air Force FM 
community, both the Finance Branch and FA 45 are self-managed and the assignment 
process for its members is handled by community officers. 
Both Army FM communities are managed, as in the Air Force, by senior 
community officers located at each community’s Proponency Office, the Director, U.S. 
Army Finance School and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Financial 
Management and Comptroller) for the Finance Branch and FA 45, respectively.  
Therefore, the management policies and practices, as well as the developmental process 
for the community’s officers, are all produced by a single source.  As in the Air Force, 
officers in either Army FM community do not have to balance their careers between 
multiple communities which may or may not have competing management practices and 
policies concerning the development and utilization priorities of their community 
members.   
Also similar to the Air Force is the strength of the Army assignment 
process for both the Finance Branch and FA 45.  The assignment process, managed 
through the OPMS, is completed by the Finance Branch or FA 45 officers using guidance 
from their respective Proponency Office’s strategies and policies.  Finance branch and 
FA 45 assignment officers are intimately familiar with their career field and the needs of 
each community and the proper development track.  This increases the Army’s ability to 
achieve “best match” for assignment placements. 
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In addition to the strengths above, the Finance Branch model also has the 
added strengths of officer FM experience and command opportunity.  Working within a 
stand-alone career field, a Finance Branch officer’s career progresses through multiple 
FM assignments where he or she continually refines his or her financial management 
expertise at multiple levels in the Army’s organizational structure (i.e., company, 
battalion, and regiment).   
Command opportunity for Finance Branch officers begins at the rank of 
Captain (0-3) by heading a FM Detachment.  FM Company command is available to 
Majors, while command for Lieutenant Colonels occurs at the battalion level.  Finance 
Branch officers reaching Colonel have command possibilities including brigade and 
group command, as well as the possibility to command the Finance Branch or act as the 
Commandant of the Finance School.  As is the case in the Air Force, command 
opportunity not only provides career goals for Finance Branch officers but places these 
officers on equal footing with those officers gaining command positions within other 
Army branches. 
A strength resting solely with the FA 45 community is the diversity of the 
officers who make up its ranks.  Because an Army officer enters the FA 45 career field 
only after Career Field Designation in the 7th year of service, officers entering this career 
field make up a cross section of the Army.  Table 4 shows the breakdown of officers and 









Main Branch Number Selected Percentage Selected 
Combat Arms 141 55% 
Combat Support 34 14% 
Combat service Support 80 31% 
Total 255 100% 
Table 5.   Summary of FA 45 Demographics Year Group 1975-91 (FA 45 PDG 1-9) 
 
With over half of its officers spending the first seven to ten years in the 
Combat Arms, FA 45 officers bring operational experience and knowledge to the career 
field. 
Combining all of the above strengths contributes to the Army’s ability to 
approach 100 percent utilization of both its Finance Branch and FA 45 officers.  Again, 
as was the case with the Air Force, the single most significant factor allowing such a high 





A major weakness caused by the Finance Branch community structure, as 
in the Air Force FM community, is the lack of diversity of its members.  After being 
Career Field designated into the Finance Branch, officers are assigned to Finance Branch 
billets with limited opportunity for assignments outside of the branch, highly dependent 
on the current needs of the Army (DA PAM 600-3 367).  Due to this policy, Finance 
Branch officers may not have as much exposure to the operational commands and 
functions as their counter parts in FA 45 or FM subspecialty coded officers in the Navy. 
A major weakness in the FA 45 community model is that there are no 
command opportunities.  Although all Army officers will command at the Captain (0-3) 
level, FA 45 had no community command billets at the time of this thesis.  Neither of the 
above weaknesses, however, affects the utilization of either the Finance Branch or FA 45 
officers.  
C.   SUMMARY 
This chapter discussed both the Army’s Finance Branch and FA 45 communities.  
First, community background information was provided for each community, including 
descriptions of the Branch and FA structure and an overview depicting the “typical” 
assignment, education and development path of both Finance Branch and FA 45 officers.  
Next, the Army’s management practices and policies for the two FM communities were 
presented by examining the roles of the respective Proponency Offices and the OPMS.  
Finance Branch and FA 45 officer utilization was examined, showing that utilization 
approaches 100 percent.  Lastly, the strengths and weaknesses relating to utilization of 
both FM communities were presented.  The following chapter will examine the FM 
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IV.  THE U.S. NAVY 
A.   INTRODUCTION 
The need for well-educated, experienced financial managers is paramount to 
Navy operations in a fiscally constrained environment.  Over the past twelve years, 
numerous researchers have focused on Navy FM subspecialty coded officers’ experience 
level, education and utilization.  Past research on these topics was completed through 
theses from the Naval Postgraduate School and the United States Government 
Accountability Office (GAO).   
This chapter will begin by outlining the Navy’s subspecialty code system.  Next, 
the FM subspecialty code will be described, including background information, structure, 
management policies and practices, current utilization rates, and observations and 
recommendations offered by the prior research mentioned above.  Additionally, this 
chapter will summarize the Congruence Model for Organization Analysis developed by 
Nadler and Tushman, which is subsequently used as a framework for examining strengths 
and weaknesses and their effect on utilization Navy’s FM officers. 
B.   BACKGROUND 
1.   The Navy’s Subspecialty Code System 
U.S. naval officers are first categorized into one of seven general categories: 
Unrestricted Line, Restricted Line, Staff Corps, Limited Duty (Line), Limited Duty 
(Staff), Chief Warrant (Line), and Chief Warrant (Staff).  The current FM subspecialty 
coded officer inventory contains officers from the following general categories: 
 
 Unrestricted Line- Officers of the line of the Regular Navy and Naval 
Reserve who are not restricted in the performance of duty. 
 Restricted Line- Officers of the line of the Regular Navy and Naval 
Reserve who are restricted in the performance of duty by having been 
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designated for aviation duty, engineering duty, aerospace engineering 
duty, human resource duty, or special duty of a specific staff corps. 
 Staff Corps- Officers of all staff corps of the Regular Navy and Naval 
Reserve. The eight staff corps are:   
 (1) Medical Corps     (5) Nurse Corps 
 (2) Dental Corps     (6) Supply Corps 
 (3) Medical service Corps   (7) Chaplain Corps 
 (4) Judge Advocate General's Corps  (8) Civil Engineer Corps 
 Limited Duty (Line) - Officers of the line of the Regular Navy and Naval 
Reserve appointed for the performance of duty in the broad occupational 
fields indicated by their former warrant designators or enlisted rating 
groups. 
 Limited Duty (Staff) - Officers of the staff of the Regular Navy and Naval 
Reserve appointed for the performance of duty in the broad occupational 
fields indicated by their former warrant designators or enlisted rating 
groups (NAVPERS 15939I). 
 
Officers are also categorized by Officer Designator Codes (ODC).  The purpose 
of the (ODC) is two-fold:  it identifies the officer’s status and it acts as a personnel 
accounting and administrative tool.  ODCs are a four-digit number.  The first three 
numbers identify the category in which the officer is appointed and/or designated and the 
fourth number represents a status within that category.  Tables 6 and 7 show examples of 
ODCs for unrestricted line, restricted line, and staff corps officers currently present in the 
inventory of naval officers with the FM subspecialty code (NAVPERS 15939I & DoN 








Officer Code Officer Description 
110X An Unrestricted Line Officer who is not 
qualified in any warfare specialty or in training 
for any warfare specialty  
111X An Unrestricted Line Officer who is qualified in 
Surface Warfare 
112X An Unrestricted Line Officer who is qualified in 
Submarine Warfare 
113X An Unrestricted Line Officer who is qualified in 
Special Warfare 
114X An Unrestricted Line Officer who is a Special 
Operations officer by virtue of training in the 
EOD, DIV/SAL, and EOM functional areas 
120X A Restricted Line Officer of the Human 
Resources Community who will plan, program 
and execute lifecycle management of our Navy's 
most important resource - people. 
130X An Unrestricted Line Officer who is a member 
of the aeronautical community and whose rating 
as a pilot or NFO has been terminated. (These 
officers may be assigned to 1000, 1050, 1300, 
1310 or 1320 designated billets, if otherwise 
qualified.) 
131X An Unrestricted Line Officer who is qualified 
for duty involving flying heavier-than-air, or 
heavier and lighter-than-air type of aircraft as a 
pilot 
132X An Unrestricted Line Officer who is qualified 
for duty involving flying heavier-than-air or 
heavier and lighter-than-air type aircraft as a 
Naval Flight Officer 
144X Engineering Duty Officer who is qualified as a 
Ship Engineering specialist IAW 
MILPERSMAN 1210-190. They include 
specialists in Ship and Ship systems 
Engineering, Electronic Systems 
Engineering, Combat/Weapons Systems 
Engineering, and Ordnance Systems 
Engineering 





Officer Code Officer Description 
150X 1. A Restricted Line Aerospace Engineering 
(AED) Flag Officer; or, 2. A Restricted Line 
Captain with approximately 3 years time in 
grade, who was formerly either an AED officer 
(Aerospace Engineering--designator 151X) or an 
AMD officer (Aviation Maintenance--designator 
152X) 
152X Aerospace Engineering Duty Officer (Aviation 
Maintenance) 
160X Special Duty Officer of the Information 
Professional Community who provides expertise 
in information, command and control, and space 
systems through the planning, acquisition, 
operation, maintenance and security of systems 
161X Special Duty Officer (Information Warfare) 
163X Special Duty Officer (Intelligence) 
171X Special Duty Officer qualified as a Foreign Area 
Officer 
180X Special Duty Officer (Oceanography) 
230X A Medical service Corps Officer 
250X A Judge Advocate General Corps Officer 
310X A Supply Corps Officer 
510X A Civil Engineer Corps Officer 
633X A Limited Duty Officer (Aviation Maintenance) 
639X A Limited Duty Officer (Air Traffic Control) 
641X A Limited Duty Officer (Administration) 
647X A Limited Duty Officer (Photography) 






In addition to ODCs, the Navy further classifies officers who acquire additional 
qualifications through the Subspecialty Code System.  The Manual of Navy Officer 
Manpower and Personnel Classification describes the Subspecialty Code System as: 
an integrated manpower and personnel classification and control system 
which establishes criteria and procedures for identifying officer 
requirements for advanced education, functional training, and significant 
experience in various fields and disciplines.  Similarly, the Navy 
Subspecialty System is used to identify those officers who acquire these 
qualifications.  In addition to identifying qualitative officer manpower 
needs, the Navy Subspecialty System is used as the basis for generating 
the Navy's advanced education requirements. 
The Subspecialty Code System uses a five digit alpha-numeric code; the first four 
digits are numbers, the final digit a letter.  Table 8 depicts Resource Management and 
Analysis subspecialty codes.  The codes identify the subspecialty major area (first digit), 
the area of concentration (second digit), and specificity (third and fourth digits).  The fifth 
digit, not shown in Table 8, is a letter representing the level of 
education/training/experience in the given subspecialty (Figure 2).  
 





  RESOURCE MANAGEMENT & ANALYSIS     
3000 Resource Management and Analysis – General N8   
3100 Financial Management – Defense Focus   N8 
3105 Financial Management – Civilian Focus   N8 
3110 Financial Management – Advance Defense Focus    N8 
3111 Financial Manager   N8 
3112 Comptroller   N8 
3120 Logistics and Transportation Management   COMSC 
3121 Logistics and Transportation Management – Logistics   NAVAIR 
3122 Logistics and Transportation Management – Transportation   COMSC 
3130 Manpower Systems Analysis Management   N13/N17 
3150 Education & Training Management   CNET 
3210 Operations Research Analysis   N81 
3211 Operations Research Analysis – Analysis and Assessment   N81 
3212 Operations Research Analysis – Logistics   N4 




 A An Associates level of education (personnel only)   
 B    Validated requirement for master's or higher level of education but 
 second priority to P, Q, M, N, C, or D-coded billets; used when 
 subspecialty code compensation has not been identified.  Applies 
 only to billets.  
 C PhD level of education - proven subspecialist 
 D PhD level of education  
 E Baccalaureate level of education in a field applicable to the 
 subspecialty (personnel only)    
 F Master's degree not fully meeting Navy criteria in a degree 
 program - proven subspecialist (unique staff corps billets and 
 Unrestricted Line, Restricted Line, and Staff Corps personnel)  
 G Master's degree not fully meeting Navy criteria in a degree 
 program (unique staff corps billets and Unrestricted Line, 
 Restricted Line, and Staff Corps personnel)  
 I Master’s degree completed by Immediate Graduate Education 
 Program graduates not fully meeting Navy criteria in a degree 
 program.  Applies only to officers.   
 J Fully trained (Medical only)  
 K Board certified/Board equivalency certified (Medical only)  
 L Post-Bachelor’s certificate level of education (personnel only)  
 M Post-master's graduate degree or certificate level of education- 
 proven subspecialist  
 N Post-master's graduate degree or certificate level of education  
 P Master's level of education  
 Q Master's level of education - proven subspecialist  
 R Significant experience - proven subspecialist  
 S Significant experience   
 T Personnel only.  Denotes someone who is in training for a 
 subspecialty code  
 V Formal preparation beyond basic professional education in a 
 program approved by Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (Medical 
 only) 
Figure 2.   Subspecialty Suffix Definitions (NAVPERS 15939I) 
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2.   Navy Subspecialty Code System Management 
The subspecialty code system is designed to meet the “technical and managerial 
requirements of the Navy” (MILPERSMAN 1301-900).  The CNO (N127) manages the 
subspecialty code system.  To establish, change, modify or delete a subspecialty code or 
the curriculum associated with a subspecialty code, a request is sent through the Navy 
Officer Occupational Classification Standards (NOOCS) process.  Subspecialty code 
requirements are validated through a biennial zero-based review (ZBR).  CNO (N127) 
releases the ZBR results in correspondence to the fleet.  The executive secretary for the 
NOOCS is the Navy Manpower Analysis Center (OPNAVINST 1000.16K).  The 
responsibility for assigning subspecialty codes to billets lies with the CNO (N131) while 
PERS-45E assigns subspecialty codes to officers on active duty (NAVPERS 15939I).  
C.   THE NAVY’S FM SUBSPECIALTY CODE 
1.   Background 
The FM subspecialty code is one of more than 200 subspecialty codes in the 
Navy.  The FM subspecialty code encompasses a diverse population of officers with 
designators from all the unrestricted line communities, restricted line, staff corps, and 
limited duty officers.  At the time this thesis was completed, 297 total FM billets existed.  
151 of these billets require the FM officer to have a certified master’s degree (FM 
subspecialty code ending in P) from one of the following three sources: 1) Naval 
Postgraduate School (NPS) MBA program (FM curriculum), 2) NPS Executive MBA 
program and 3) Civilian FM MBA programs (NPC ODIS).  41 of the 297 billets require 
the incumbent to have a certified master’s degree plus at least one experience tour (FM 
subspecialty code ending in Q).  In total, 192 of the 297 total FM billets require the FM 
officer to have a certified master’s degree (NPC ODIS).   
Figure 3 shows the various FM personnel subspecialty codes and suffixes.  
Typical billets filled by FM subspecialty coded officers include: Comptroller, Budget 
Analyst, Business Financial Managers, and Fiscal Officer.  The billets range from 
positions at the Lieutenant Junior Grade (0-2) level working at Naval Bases and Air 
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Stations, to the Captain (0-6) level in charge of billion dollar budgets on four-star staffs.  
Table 9 breaks down the number of FM billets by rank. 
 
FM Personnel Subspecialty Codes: 
 3100 Financial Management – Defense Focus (Naval Postgraduate School 
Executive MBA) 
 3105 Financial Management – Civilian Institution/Defense Focus 
 3110 Financial Management – Advance Defense Focus 
 3111 Financial Manager 
Subspecialty Codes Suffixes: 
 P:  Certified master’s degree 
 Q: Certified master’s degree and experience tour 
 S: Experience tour 
 R: Multiple experience tours 












Table 9.   FM Billet Distribution By Rank (NPC ODIS) 
 
2.   Navy FM Subspecialty Code Management  
The FM subspecialty is controlled by two entities, one the managerial entity (the 
program sponsor and community manager), and the other an assignment entity (the Naval 
Personnel Command). 
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a.  Program Sponsor and Community Manager 
The program sponsor and community manager for the FM subspecialty is 
the Director, Office of Budget and Fiscal Management Division, N-82, a two-star 
Admiral.  As the program sponsor, N-82 is responsible for creating and reviewing the 
educational skill requirements (ESRs) for the Resident NPS graduate FM program and 
for biannually reviewing the Financial Management curriculum at the Naval Postgraduate 
School to ensure compliance with the established ESRs (OPNAV 1520.23B).  As the 
community manager, he or she is responsible for the FM billets distributed throughout the 
various Navy commands. 
b.  Naval Personnel Command 
The Naval Personnel Command (NPC) is responsible for assigning 
officers to billets.  The assignment process at NPC is coordinated between the Placement 
Officers and Detailers.  The Placement Officers at NPC represent the various Navy 
commands and are concerned with the needs of the commands that they represent.  The 
Detailer is the individual officer’s advocate and is responsible for their development 
within their respective community.  Each community (e.g., aviation, surface, submarine, 
special warfare etc.) within the Navy structure is represented at NPC by a group of 
community detailers (MILPERSMAN 1301-102).  For each designator community, at 
least three different detailers are managed by different groups of officers based on rank 
structure (i.e., Captains (0-6), Commanders (0-5), and Lieutenant Commanders (0-4) and 
below) (Cutter 23).  Figure 4 shows a simplified version of the interaction between the 
Placement Officers and the Detailers during the assignment process.  
  
 
Figure 4.   Detailer / Placement Officer Assignment Process Interaction (Cutter 
23) 
All assignments within the Navy are designated with a billet code.  The 
billet codes identify the required qualifications an individual must have for a given billet 
(e.g., designator, subspecialty code, etc) and are based on the ODCs listed above in 
Tables 6 and 7.  Detailers use the ODCs and billet codes through the Officer Assignment 
Information System (OAIS2) to match officers to available assignments.   
Detailers are organized by designator community as shown in Tables 6 
and 7.  They detail based on officer designator codes, not by their subspecialty codes. 
Therefore, officers holding the FM subspecialty code are detailed by their respective 
designator community. For example, a surface warfare officer with the FM subspecialty 
code calls his or her respective surface warfare detailer and not a FM subspecialty code 
detailer when he/she becomes available for orders.  However, all detailers detailing an 
officer who holds the FM subspecialty code, or any subspecialty code, must gain 
approval from PERS-45, the Subspecialty Management Branch.  Therefore, detailers 
placing officers with the FM subspecialty code into non-utilization assignments must 
seek a waiver from PERS-45.  Waivers are granted when placing an officer into a FM 
utilization billet would be detrimental to their warfare designated career path 
(MILPERSMAN 1301-900).  
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3.   Navy FM Subspecialty Coded Officer Utilization 
a.  Utilization Policies  
In making assignments for subspecialists, positive utilization in the 
subspecialty field is expected. Assignment of all subspecialty-coded 
officers (graduate educated, proven subspecialist) requires approval from 
NAVPERSCOM, Subspecialty Management Branch (PERS-45E) 
(MILPERSMAN 1301-900). 
The policies governing utilization for FM subspecialty coded officers are 
OPNAV Instruction 1520.23B and MILPERSMAN 1301-900.  OPNAVINST 1520.23B 
provides the following guidelines for officers receiving Navy funded graduate education 
and subsequent subspecialty codes, as well as officers achieving subspecialty codes 
through civilian institutions, both government and non-government funded programs: 
 
 Graduate educated officers will serve one tour in a validated subspecialty 
position as soon as possible but not later than the second tour following 
graduation; exceptions must be approved by Chief of Naval Personnel 
(CHNAVPERS), (PERS-4). This policy will not be waived for personal 
preference. 
 These officers will serve in as many positions in related subspecialty 
billets as Navy requirements and career development permit. 
 Officers receiving graduate degrees and graduate level subspecialty codes 
through other-than-funded programs will be utilized whenever possible to 
fill validated requirements.  Assignment is based on the same criteria used 
for officers completing funded education. 
 
MILPERSMAN 1301-900 calls for utilization to occur “at first 
opportunity” and that this should normally occur during the first tour after graduate level 
graduation.  However, 1301-900 also notes that assignment to a utilization tour will not 
“preclude key operational tours essential to warfare qualifications.” 
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b.  Current Utilization Rates 
With the above policies providing utilization guidance, the Navy has low 
utilization rates for its FM subspecialty coded officers.  Currently the Navy has 1640 
officers who hold one of the FM subspecialty codes (i.e., 3100, 3105, 3110, 3111 and 
3112, Figure 2).  Of these 1640 officers, 900 hold certified FM master’s degrees (i.e., 
officers with FM subspecialty codes ending in P or Q).  Again, for the purposes of this 
thesis, utilization is defined as the percentage of FM officers- those with a P or Q FM 
subspecialty code suffix- in the process of completing or having already completed a 
Financial Management tour.  Examining these 900 officers by designators shows that the 
highest utilization occurs for FM officers in the Supply Corps (310X) at a 61 percent rate.  
However, Supply Corps officers only account for 9 percent of the 900 FM officers 
holding certified master’s degrees.  Contrast this with the 130X designator, which 
maintains the second lowest utilization rate (14 percent) but has the highest percentage 
(35 percent) of FM officers with a certified master’s degree.  Surface Warfare (111X), 
Submarine Warfare (112X), Medical service Corps, and all Other designator officers 
comprise 20 percent, 11 percent, 2 percent, and 23 percent, respectively, of the 900 FM 
officers holding certified master’s degrees and are utilized at the rates of 20 percent, 10 
percent, 54 percent, and 18 percent, respectively.  Figure 5 illustrates the utilization rate 
of the 900 FM officers by designator (NPC ODIS).   
If we broaden the analysis and compare Unrestricted Line (URL) officer  
to Restricted Line (RL) and Staff Corp (SC) officers, the data show that of the 900 
officers who hold master’s degrees, 610 (68 percent) are URL officers and 290 (32 
percent) are RL and SC officers (Figure 6).  The overall combined utilization of these 900 









Figure 6.   FM Officers with Master Level Education by General Category (NPC 
ODIS) 
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D.   PREVIOUS NAVY FM SUBSPECIALTY RESEARCH 
In 1992, Palmer analyzed the Navy’s FM needs, identifying thirteen definable 
skills that are required to perform FM subspecialty coded billets and determining whether 
the FM curriculum at the Naval Postgraduate School adequately prepared its graduates to 
meet those requirements.  His analysis showed that the FM ESRs and the thirteen billet 
skills were both congruent with the Navy’s FM needs.  In addition, he concluded that the 
established FM curriculum at the Naval Postgraduate School “provides adequate 
coverage of the Navy’s [FM] subspecialty billet requirements as delineated by the 
[ESRs]” (Palmer 66). 
Between 1997 and 1998, the GAO conducted two independent analyses of the 
Navy FM Subspecialty code.  The 1997 analysis responded to a Senate request for 
information about the background and experience of the Navy officers in key comptroller 
positions.  The study found that 53 of the 100 key comptroller positions were held by line 
officers whose 
primary career fields were in Navy operational commands, including 
surface weapons officers, aviators, and submariners. For these officers, a 
comptroller position offers a temporary shore duty between commands at 
sea. While these line officers are typically highly educated individuals and 
have considerable operational experience, they lack both the financial 
management experience and accounting education needed by a 
comptroller (GAO 97-58 9). 
The GAO found that 43 of the 53 officers held master’s degrees.  Of these 43 
officers, 32 held their master’s degree in business.  However, the GAO found that despite 
having related advanced degrees, these officers are not immediately put into FM billets 
which take advantage of their education. 
Navy data on officers serving in comptroller positions show that line 
officers selected for financial management positions spend only a small 
percentage of their career in finance. Navy data on a broader universe of 
all officers who obtain a masters degree in financial management at NPS 
show that 49 percent of line officers do not use their training for at least 6 
years after graduation and 40 percent never use their education in a Navy 
financial management job (GAO 97-58 9). 
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The 1998 GAO report, profiled four executive level FM positions; the Assistant 
Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management and Comptroller); the Principal Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management and Comptroller); the Director, 
Office of Financial Operations; and the Director, Office of Budget, and 194 respondents 
from 306 key financial management positions, 22 percent (44) of which were military 
officers (GAO 98-86 2).   
GAO provided a detailed profile of the focus groups but did not draw any 
conclusions from the data presented.  The Navy acknowledged the usefulness of the 
report and responded as follows: 
 While acknowledging that accounting training and experience are 
becoming increasingly relevant to the financial management working 
environment, it stated that the report placed too much emphasis on the 
accounting discipline. 
 It stated that professional certifications in and of themselves may not 
always be a useful indicator, adding that it has chosen to emphasize 
continuing education as more useful in maintaining a flexible and broad-
based financial management workforce (GAO 98-86 16). 
In 2004, Cutter examined the Navy’s process of placing qualified FM officers into 
FM billets.  Cutter analyzed the Navy’s billeting process using a management control 
system framework.  His study identified four control system weaknesses hampering the 
Navy’s ability to place qualified FM officers in FM billets.  The most relevant finding to 
this research is the limited control the FM Community Manager, N-82, has over FM 
officers in the assignment process (Cutter 61).  This limited control over FM officers 
contributes to the historically low utilization rate of FM officers. 
Prior research on the FM subspecialty code indicates that FM subspecialty coded 
officers are provided the requisite skill sets needed in their advanced education and are 
similar to the skills required to perform in fleet FM billets (Palmer 66).  However, the 
Navy struggles to place its FM officers into FM billets, resulting in low experience levels 
and utilization rates (GAO 97-58 14).  
Now that we have outlined the Navy’s subspecialty code system, including 
background information, structure, management policies and practices, current utilization 
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rates, and highlights of observations and recommendations offered by prior research, we 
turn to the analysis.  The last sections in this chapter are devoted to developing the 
framework used for analysis, David A. Nadler and Michael L. Tushman’s “A 
Congruence Model for Organizational Analysis”, and using the Congruence Model to 
examine the strengths and weaknesses and their effect on utilization of the Navy’s FM 
community.  
E.   DEVELOPING THE FRAMEWORK 
David A. Nadler and Michael L. Tushman developed “A Congruence Model for 
Organizational Analysis,” a general model for analyzing organizations as a total system 
(Nadler and Tushman 36).  The basic principle of Nadler and Tushman’s model lies in 
the idea of congruence.  “For organizations to be effective their subparts or components 
must be consistently structured and managed – they must approach a state of congruence” 
(Nadler and Tushman 37).  The better an organization’s components (i.e., people, 
policies, and strategy) “fit” or are “congruent” the more effective that organization will 
be (Nadler and Tushman 45). 
This thesis will apply the model to the FM communities in the U.S. Army, Air 
Force and Navy to examine the relative congruence of the communities as a total system.  
A starting assumption for this thesis is that the services’ FM communities, as total 
systems, have a desired goal of high FM officer utilization rates. 
1.   The Congruence Model for Organizational Analysis  
The basis for the model lies in the belief that organizations are open systems 
which respond, react and interact with the environment in which they exist (Nadler and 
Tushman 37).  Nadler and Tushman organize their model (Figure 7) into four basic 
components:  1) inputs, 2) the transformation process, 3) feedback and 4) outputs.  For an 
organization to be successful (i.e., reach the organizational goal(s)), these four basic 
components within an organization must be structured to “fit” well together.  Nadler and 
Tushman further breakdown three of the four components--the inputs, the transformation 
process, and the outputs--into smaller components.  
  
Figure 7.   Congruence Model for Organizational Analysis (Nadler and Tushman 
47) 
 
The inputs to the system are the resources the organization has available, at any 
given point in time, to produce the outputs (Nadler and Tushman 39).  The inputs are 
broken down into the following subsets: environment, resources, history and strategy 
(Figure 8).  The environment subset makes demands upon the system and can limit the 
system’s ability to produce the desired output, often taking the form of policies and 
directives.  The resource subset includes all tangible and intangible assets used by the 
system to produce the desired output (i.e., people, technology, and organizational 
climate).  The history subset reflects the fact that the way a system operates can be a 
function of past events (Nadler and Tushman 41).  Strategy is the last subset, and 
according to Nadler and Tushman, is critical because a system’s strategy determines the 
system’s outputs.   
The model’s transformation process is described through the organizational 
components (tasks, individuals, formal organizational arrangements and informal 
organizational arrangements) which transform inputs to outputs (Figure 9 defines the 
organizational components). Tasks represent the specific actions or work which enable 
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the organization to produce or create its output.   The individuals perform the 
organization’s tasks.  The formal organizational environment represents the policies and 
practices which have been formally developed by the organization to guide individuals in 
performing organizational tasks.  Ideally, these practices and policies mirror the 
organization’s strategy.  The informal organization represents the last transformation 
process element.  These are the actions and behaviors which arise in organizations while 
completing organizational tasks which are not contained in formal policies or guidelines 
(Nadler and Tushman 45).  Nadler and Tushman place emphasis on the transformation 
process stating, 
components exist in states of relative balance, consistency, “fit” with each 
other.  The different parts of an organization can fit well together and 
function effectively, or fit poorly and lead to problems, dysfunctions, or 
performance below potential.  Our congruence model of organizational 
behavior is based on how well components fit together. 
The last basic component of the Congruence Model is the system’s outputs.  The 
outputs are what an organization produces, whether it is a product, service or some 
measurement of the organization’s success. 
In addition to the general model, Nadler and Tushman have developed an eight-
step problem analysis which uses their congruence model (Figure 10).  This eight-step 
problem analysis tool was developed to allow managers to systematically identify 
problems, build corrective plans and implement and monitor the changes (Nadler and 
Tushman 47).  The remainder of this chapter will use this eight step process to analyze 
the “fit” of the Navy’s FM community management policies and practices with the goal 
(output) of high FM officer utilization. 
 
 
Figure 8.   Key Organizational Inputs (Nadler and Tushman 40) 
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Figure 9.   Key Organizational Components (Nadler and Tushman 42)  
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Figure 10.   Problem Analysis Steps (Nadler and Tushman 48) 
F.  ANALYZING NAVY FM SUBSPECIALTY CODED OFFICER 
UTILIZATION 
1.   Identifying the Symptom 
For the Navy’s FM organization, a symptom (i.e., data indicating a problem 
(Nadler and Tushman 48)) identifiable by data presented in the previous chapter is the 
low utilization rate of its FM subspecialty coded officers with graduate level education.  
The current utilization rate for these 900 FM officers is 21 percent (NPC ODIS).  This 
low utilization rate indicates that there is an opportunity to improve the FM structure and 
the management policies and practices of FM subspecialty coded officers. 
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2.   Specifying the Inputs 
In specifying inputs, we must first identify the system in question (Nadler and 
Tushman 48).  The Navy’s FM organization (FMB), specifically the structure and 
management polices and practices, is this system.  Having identified the system, we can 
explore the inputs to this system.  The first input is the environment, or the larger entity 
within which an organization functions and places demands and constraints on the 
system.  For the Navy’s FM organization, the Department of the Navy acts in this 
capacity.   The constraint most relevant to utilization of FM subspecialty coded officers 
stems from the demographics of its officer cadre.  The constraint imposed by the DoN 
stems from the competing priorities for URL utilization (i.e., warfare utilization vs. 
subspecialty utilization).  Of the FM subspecialty coded officers with graduate level 
degrees, 68 percent are URL officers (NPC ODIS).  The primary jobs for these officers 
are in the operational arena and war fighting billets.  For these officers to remain 
competitive for promotion they must remain competent, proficient and successful in their 
given warfare specialty, which requires them to stay in operational billets.  This fact is 
specifically reinforced by the FY-09 line officer promotion board precept for the rank of 
Commander: 
Among the fully qualified officers, you must recommend for promotion 
the best qualified officers within their respective competitive category. 
Proven and sustained superior performance in command or other 
leadership positions in difficult and challenging in-service, joint and 
individual augmentation assignments is the definitive measure of fitness 
for promotion. Furthermore, successful performance and leadership in 
combat conditions demonstrate exceptional promotion potential and 
should be given special consideration.  Each board member shall apply 
this guidance when deliberating and voting (DoN Precept FY-09). 
Proven operational performance is paramount to promotion and can only be 
gained from operational billets.  Therefore, it becomes difficult to place FM URL officers 
in FM utilization billets because it might encumber their career.  This problem was noted 
by the prior Director of FMB, who observed that “[i]n the current structure, FM officers 
should not be placed in FM utilization billets if doing so harms that officer’s career 
progression and promotion possibilities within their designator community” (Bozin).   
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3.   Identifying Output 
For the purpose of this thesis, the system’s output is the utilization rates for FM 
subspecialty coded officers who hold a certified master’s level degree (i.e., the 900 FM 
officers who hold a P or Q suffix).  Nadler and Tushman break step three down into 
identifying the desired or planned output and comparing it to the output currently 
experienced.  For this system this equates to the desired utilization rate and the current 
utilization rate.  As noted in Chapter IV, the current utilization rate for the 900 FM 
subspecialty coded officers with master’s level degrees is 21 percent (NPC ODIS).  FMB 
desires a much higher utilization rate for these officers. 
4.   Identifying the Problems 
The problem which arises from the symptom of low utilization of FM 
subspecialty officers is two fold.  First, the Navy is not taking advantage of its FM trained 
human capital.  The second problem this symptom causes is justifying the cost of sending 
officers to graduate school to obtain a master’s level degree in FM.  Why incur this cost if 
the officers are going to be utilized at such a low rate? 
5.   Describing the Components of the Organization 
We begin by breaking FMB FM officer management into its organizational 
components--tasks, individual, formal organizational arrangements, and informal 
organizational arrangements--so that we may assess their “fit” in obtaining the output 
(high utilization).   
The task is simply defined as the process for managing FMB’s military work 
force--the FM subspecialty coded officer.  For FMB, as with all Navy communities, the 
human resource management task is the responsibility of the detailers and the Placement 
Officers at NPC.  The previous chapter noted that detailers are responsible for the 
allocation of officers within their respective designator community.  Recall further that 
the FM subspecialty code is not its own designator community.   
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The individual(s) in this process are the officers holding a FM subspecialty code, 
specifically those with either the P or Q suffix.   
Formal organizational arrangements are the policies and practices that guide the 
organization in accomplishing their output.  FMB does not currently manage their FM 
officers directly, as it has no formal role in assigning FM officers (DoN N82).  NPC is 
the responsible body for this task, guided by the policies and practices set forth by the 
Department of the Navy.  Specifically, for officers attaining subspecialty codes from a 
government-funded master’s level degree, officer utilization is governed by 
MILPERSMAN 1301-900.  1301-900 states that utilization should occur during the first 
tour after graduation.  However, for URL officers, which account for 68 percent of FM 
subspecialty coded officers with master’s degrees, the manual states that assignment to a 
utilization tour for these officers will not “preclude key operational tours essential to 
warfare qualifications” and that utilization can occur by the second shore tour after 
graduation (MILPERSMAN 1301-900). 
The informal organizational arrangements are usually “implicit and unwritten” 
and influence the behavior of the organization’s members (Nadler and Tushman 44).  
These informal organizational arrangements can take the form of rules or ideals which 
are expressed by the behavior and actions of the organization’s leaders; it can also be 
referred to as the organization’s culture.  The informal idea or rule which has the greatest 
effect on the utilization of URL FM officers is one that has not been created by FMB but 
has permeated the naval service since its inception.  It is the idea that the pinnacle of a 
naval officer’s career is command at sea.  “…[C]ommand at sea, which, like the Holy 
Grail, is to be sought and honored by every true naval officer” (Builder 18).   
6.   Assessing the Congruence of the Components  
The next step in the analysis process is to assess the congruence of each 
component relative to the others (i.e., Task/Formal Organization, Task/Informal 
Organization, Task/Individual, Individual/Formal Organization, Individual/Informal 
Organization, and Formal Organization/ Informal Organization)  making a positive or 
negative assessment to describe their relative “fit” (Nadler and Tushman 49). 
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We will begin by examining the “fit” between the task and the formal 
organizational arrangements.  FMB currently does not have formal involvement in 
detailing FM subspecialty coded officers (DoN N82).  The inability of FMB to formally 
control the utilization of FM officers creates a negative congruence. The negative 
congruence is even further strengthened due to the fact that NPC detailing goals often 
diverge from FMB’s desire for high utilization.  NPC detailers are often required to fill 
higher priority OPNAV and DoD billet requirements (DoN N82).  Policies guiding 
detailers in the utilization of FM subspecialty coded officers create a further negative 
congruence.  Current DoD policy dictates that the first utilization tour should occur in the 
first shore tour after graduation; however the Navy increases this time to the second shore 
tour after graduation.  The second shore tour after graduation, on average, would occur 
eight years after graduation.  In addition, because FM is not a designator community, 
there exists no FM proponent within the detailing process, further exacerbating the 
negative congruence between task and formal organizational arrangements. 
The “fit” between the task and the informal organizational arrangement is judged 
based on whether the ideas or rules produced by the informal organization facilitate the 
task (Nadler and Tushman 46).  URL officers seeking the “Holy Grail” of command at 
sea will strive for operational billets that enhance their resume and chances for command, 
rather than shore assignments in FM billets.  With little incentive to chose a non-
community, non-operational FM billet over an operational, community billet, FM officer 
utilization will remain low.  Therefore, we can state that there is a negative congruence 
between these two components.  
The congruence of the task and the individual depends upon two questions.  Are 
the individual’s needs being met by the organization (FMB)?  Do his or her goals 
converge with that of the organization (FMB) (Nadler and Tushman 46)?  The goals of 
each naval officer are wide and diverse.  However, given the assumption that URL 
officers strive to obtain command at sea, does placement in a FM utilization billet 
enhance or detract from the individual’s chance for command at sea?  Focusing solely on 
the fact that an FM billet is non-operational and outside of the individual’s designator 
community, one can argue that it detracts.  However, one can also argue that an FM 
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utilization tour can broaden the experience of an officer and enhance the officer’s resume.  
For this reason it is difficult to categorize the congruence between the individual and the 
task, positive or negative; congruence will therefore be considered neutral in this system. 
The congruencies between the individual and the formal and informal 
organization are defined by whether the formal and informal organization meets the goals 
of the individual and utilizes individual resources.  On the surface, the congruence 
between these two sets of components appears positive.  The formal (NPC detailing) and 
informal organization (the idea of command at sea being the pinnacle of a naval officer’s 
career) both steer officers toward operationally focused career paths.  This creates a 
positive convergence between the individual’s goals and the goals of the formal and 
informal organizations.  However, when comparing this to the desired output or goal of 
the system--high FM officer utilization, this positive convergence becomes negative or 
counterproductive to the system’s goal. 
The last two components to assess “fit” are the formal and informal organizations.   
In making this assessment Nadler and Tushman ask whether the goals of these two 
components complement each other.  In the larger system, the Department of the Navy, 
these two components are positively congruent.  Each component seeks to place URL 
officers on career paths which will best enable an opportunity for command at sea.  In the 
smaller system, managing FM subspecialty coded officers; the goal of these two 
components is negatively congruent.  FM subspecialty coded officers are often detailed to 
billets with higher priority than FM billets, such as OPNAV, DoD, joint, and community 
billets, thus decreasing FM subspecialty coded officer utilization (DoN N82). 
7.   Generating a Hypothesis about the Problem 
Now that the components of the system have been assessed for their relative 
congruence to each other, we can generate a hypothesis based upon the linkages between 
the symptom, the problems and the negatively congruent components.   
The negatively congruent relationship between the task and formal organization 
components is the source of the other negatively congruent components and the symptom 
(low utilization).  Because the Navy FM organization is not a stand-alone designator 
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community with an outlined career path, officers with the FM subspecialty code are not 
detailed by an FM detailer.  They are managed by their warfare designator community 
detailer, where placement priority is most often counter to achieving high FM 
subspecialty coded officer utilization.  Instead, FM subspecialty coded officers are 
detailed to higher priority designator community jobs, joint jobs, and priority OPNAV 
and DoD assignments.  In addition, the policy that guides the Navy’s utilization of FM 
subspecialty coded officers, utilization within two shore tours, could push FM officer 
utilization to the eighth year after graduation when skills obtained during graduate school 
can be outdated and diminished.  
8.   Identifying Action Steps 
Nadler and Tushman’s eighth step calls for the formation of action steps or 
recommendations to improve the congruence of the system’s components to achieve the 
system’s desired outputs or goals.  These action steps and recommendations are the focus 
of the Chapter V.  The recommendations will be based upon the strengths and 
weaknesses of the structure and management practices and policies brought to light 
through the above analysis.    
 
STRENGTHS 
 Navy FM subspecialty coded officers have strong operational backgrounds 




 MILPERSMAN 1301-900 policy conflicts with OPNAVINST 1520.23B   
 FMB does not have formal input into FM subspecialty coded officer’s 
utilization 
 FM community does not have a strong proponent in the detailing process 
 FM community is not a stand-alone designator community 
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G.   SUMMARY 
This chapter described the Navy’s Subspecialty System and explained the ODC 
and subspecialty coded usage.   An outline of the Navy’s FM organization was then 
provided, including background information, structure, current management practices and 
policies, and the current state of FM subspecialty coded officers.  Last, using Nadler and 
Tushman’s Congruency Model, the Navy’s FM organization’s strengths and weaknesses 
were identified.  Chapter V will use these strengths and weaknesses as a foundation for 
recommending changes in the Navy’s FM community structure and management policies 
and practice, which will increase the utilization of FM subspecialty coded officers. 
 









V.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A.  INTRODUCTION 
Chapter I provided the foundation for this thesis, including objective, research 
questions, scope and limitations, and methodology.  Chapters II and III analyzed the 
structure and management policies and practices of the Air Force and Army FM 
communities in order to identify their strengths and weaknesses and their effects on FM 
officer utilization.  Chapter IV applied the same approach to the Navy’s FM community, 
but expanded the analysis to include the use of Nadler and Tushman’s Eight Step 
Problem Analysis with The Congruence Model to evaluate the “fit” of the Navy FM 
organization with the focus on FM subspecialty coded officer utilization.  This evaluation 
highlighted strengths and weaknesses in the Navy’s FM community structure and 
management practices and policies that directly affected FM subspecialty coded officer 
utilization.  The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the strengths and weaknesses of 
the Navy’s FM community as they relate to FM subspecialty coded officer utilization and 
make recommendations for changes in the structure and management practices and 
policies that will increase utilization.  Lastly, areas for further research are presented. 
B.  CONCLUSIONS 
Although the need for officers with advanced degrees in FM is essentially the 
same across the services, their management of FM officers differs, which affects 
utilization rates.  This thesis sought to identify the strengths and weaknesses in each of 
the services’ FM community structure and management practices and policies to 
understand how they affect FM officer utilization.   
The analysis shows that the Departments of the Air Force and Army are able to 
approach a 100 percent FM officer utilization rate.  The identified strength which has the 
largest effect on utilization was the structure of the Air Force and Army FM 
communities.  Both communities are structured as stand-alone career fields.   As stand-
alone career fields, Air Force and Army FM communities have high FM officer 
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utilization because FM is the officer’s primary AFSC or MOS, in the Air Force and Army 
respectively.  FM is not a secondary designator or subspecialty in these two services as it 
is in the Navy. 
This structure, a stand-alone career field, acts as a foundation upon which the 
management practice and policy strengths are built.  These strengths include:  self 
management, the FM officer experience level, command opportunity, and the allocation 
of its members (i.e., the assignment process). 
Self management enables both the Air Force and Army FM communities to be 
responsible for setting the strategies and policies which guide the development of their 
community members; the Air Force’s FM Development Team, and the Army’s 
Proponency Offices. 
Both Air Force and Army FM communities are able to train, educate, and provide 
multiple tours in FM positions which, in turn, cultivate an experienced, well-trained and 
educated cadre of FM military professionals, unlike the Navy which has a billet base 
skewed to more senior officers. 
The FM communities within the Air Force and Army (Finance Branch only) offer 
the opportunity for command.  Command opportunity provides FM officers in these 
services with career goals and milestones within the community.  In addition, command 
opportunity also places FM officers on equal footing with those officers gaining 
command positions within other Air Force and Army career fields.  
Lastly, as stand-alone career fields, the assignment process, conducted by the 
services’ FM assignment teams, is guided and coordinated through their community’s 
leaders, i.e., the Air Force’s FM Development Teams and the Army’s Proponency 
Offices.  FM assignment officers in both services are members of that community and are 
intimately familiar with their career field, the needs of the FM community and the proper 
development track for FM community members.   
The combination of the above strengths, as the building blocks upon a stand-alone 
career field foundation, enables both services the ability to approach a 100 percent FM 
officer utilization rate.  
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Unlike the Air Force and Army, the Navy’s FM community is not a stand-alone 
career field.  Instead, the Navy’s FM community military members are FM subspecialty 
coded officers, whose primary community designators (i.e., primary military 
occupational specialty) is not FM.  The demographics of the Navy’s military FM officers 
include members from the unrestricted, restricted, staff, and Limited Duty officer 
communities.   
As Nadler and Tushman’s first seven steps highlighted, the Navy’s FM structure, 
a subspecialty and not a distinct designator community, created the most significant 
negative component congruence, which was the foundation for the other negative 
congruencies within the FM organization’s system.  Specifically, the Navy’s FM 
organization is not a stand-alone designator community with an outlined career path; 
therefore officers with the FM subspecialty code are not detailed by an FM detailer.  
They are managed by their warfare designator community detailer where placement 
priority is most often counter to achieving high FM subspecialty coded officer utilization.   
Instead, FM subspecialty coded officers are detailed to higher priority designator 
community jobs, joint jobs, and priority OPNAV and DoD assignments.  Lastly, FM 
subspecialty coded officer utilization, due to current utilization policy, could be pushed to 
the eighth year after graduation when skills can be outdated and diminished. 
C.  NADLER AND TUSHMAN’S EIGHTH STEP - ACTION STEPS 
(RECOMMENDATIONS) 
Nadler and Tushman’s eighth analysis step is to identify change which can be 
made to the system to better align the organization to produce the desired output (Nadler 
and Tushman 49).  During the action step formulation process, we considered the 
following two questions:  1) Can we improve FM subspecialty coded officer utilization 
rates given the current organizational structure, and 2) what changes to the current 
organizational structure will increase FM subspecialty coded officers utilization rates?   
In addition, the action steps or recommendations which follow are suggested with 
the understanding that the Navy’s FM community is quite different from that of the Air 
Force and Army.  Traditionally, Navy FM officers are first and foremost expected to 
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succeed in their primary designator community.  The prevailing idea is that operationally 
successful FM officers will bring their operational expertise into the financial arena.   
Lastly, the following recommendations are made based upon the strengths and 
weaknesses in structure and management practices and policies in the FM communities 
of the services previously identified in Chapters II-IV. 
1.  Using the Current Organizational Structure 
Can we increase Navy FM subspecialty coded officer utilization rates given the 
current structure?  Increasing these officers’ utilization rates under the current 
organizational structure is possible by addressing two of the identified weaknesses from 
Chapter IV: the Navy’s current utilization policy and FMB’s formal involvement in the 
detailing process. 
a.  Navy’s Utilization Policy 
One of the weaknesses identified in Chapter IV was the Navy’s 
subspecialty utilization policy.  Currently the Navy’s utilization policy is ineffective in 
governing the placement of FM officers into FM billets.  Recall from Chapter IV that 
OPNAVINST 1520.23B requires FM subspecialty utilization to occur within the second 
tour after graduation for those officers receiving government funded education (i.e., NPS 
or GEV), and whenever possible for individuals receiving graduate degrees through non-
government funded programs.  However, PERS-45 is able to provide waivers to 
individuals (government funded or non-funded degree programs) so that this utilization 
policy, OPNAVINST 1520.23B, will not “preclude key operational tours essential to 
warfare qualifications” (MILPERSMAN 1301-900).  The OPNAVINST 1520.23B caveat 
decreases the chance that FM subspecialty coded officers will complete a utilization tour 
within the prescribed timeline.   
The following action step is recommended to better align the system and 
increase utilization rates (output): 
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 Rescind waiver policy in MILPERSMAN 1301-900: mandate utilization 
tour per OPNAVINST 1520.23B only 
Or 
 Revise waiver policy: individuals may not be waived more than one time 
 
Implementing either step will produce not only an increase in FM 
subspecialty coded officer utilization, but utilization will occur in closer proximity to 
graduation, thus the skills the FM officer acquired during graduate education will be 
more accessible and applicable.  
Although this recommendation is likely to increase FM subspecialty coded 
officer utilization rates, a possible side effect is a decrease in the caliber and/or quantity 
of officers recommended for government funded FM master’s degree programs from the 
URL designator communities.  On the contrary, it may naturally shift the target audience 
to those who better align with the FM community such as HR officers or LDOs. 
Designator community detailers might discourage their “fast trackers”6 from entering a 
FM program for fear that mandated non-waiverable utilization tours could potentially 
limit the officer’s future command possibilities.  
b.  FMB Involvement in Detailing Process 
Another weakness identified in the analysis was the lack of formal 
involvement of FMB in the assignment process.  In both the Air Force and Army FM 
communities, the assignment process is conducted by FM community members; the 
Navy’s assignment process, however, is controlled by the detailers of the officer’s 
designator community.  To better manage and increase FM subspecialty coded officer 
utilization rates, an FM proponent must be inserted into the assignment process.  Without 
this proponent, the Navy’s FM organization is not represented in the assignment process 
and therefore has no “voice” in their utilization of human capital.  To correct this 
 
6 Officers who have continually performed at a high level and are being placed in jobs to prepare them 
for future operational command. 
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deficiency and increase system congruence, thereby increasing utilization rates (output), 
the following action step is recommended: 
 
 Create a FM detailer billet within the NPC organization 
 
Having a “voice” within the assignment organization and process will 
benefit the Navy’s FM community twofold.  First, it will allow for better tracking of FM 
subspecialty coded officers.  Second, it will provide a direct conduit between FMB and 
the assignment organization and process, thus enabling injection of the community’s 
manpower needs, goals and strategies into the process.  A possible drawback to this 
recommendation is that if a detailer position is created for one subspecialty other 
subspecialties are likely to want one as well. 
2.  Modifying the Current Organizational Structure (A Stand-alone 
Community) 
Although the above action steps, on their own, will help to increase FM 
subspecialty coded officer utilization and not drastically change the current FM 
organizational structure, they do not, alone or in concert, address the most significant 
hindrance to FM subspecialty coded officer utilization.  That obstacle is the fact that the 
Navy FM community is a subspecialty and not a community designator.  Thus the 
following action step is recommended to achieve maximum congruence and utilization: 
 
 Create an FM designator community 
 
In implementing this action step there are two possible approaches.  The Navy 
could create a FM track within the Human Resource (HR) designator community or it 
could create a stand-alone FM designator community.   
In creating a FM community within the currently established but relatively new 
HR designator community, the Navy could take advantage of the structure and culture of 
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a pre-existing but relatively young community.  Similar to the FA 45 community within 
the Army’s Finance Branch, the Navy would create a FM-only track within the HR 
community. Officers seeking entrance would re-designate as HR (FM track) officers.  
Based upon the current FM billet base outlined in Chapter IV (Table 8), 226 of the 297 
FM billets are at the LCDR (0-4) level or higher, therefore designation into the HR (FM 
track) would occur concurrently with the officer’s selection to the rank of LCDR.  Upon 
re-designation to the HR-community (FM track), HR FM officers will be solely utilized 
to fill FM billets.  Although HR FM officers will no longer hold operational billets they 
will be able to draw on the operational experience from their first ten years of service, 
thereby maintaining the Navy’s desire to have FM officers with operational backgrounds. 
The second approach, a stand-alone FM designator community, would follow and 
operate under the same requirements and processes described above.  The approach 
would allow the newly formed FM designator community to formulate its own FM 
community structure, culture, strategy, goals, development plans, and career progression 
without the constraints inherently imposed by the structure and culture of a pre-existing 
designator community (i.e., HR).  
Using the structure and management practices and policies fundamental to the 
Army’s FA 45 community would enable FMB to continue to have FM officers with 
operational experience.  FMB also reaps the benefits of a stand-alone designator 
community, self management, the member’s FM experience level, and FMB’s formal 
involvement in the assignment process.  This creates greater organizational congruence 
and FM officer utilization. 
D.  RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Maximizing Navy FM subspecialty officer utilization is critical.  While 
examining the organizational structure and management practices and policies which 
affect FM subspecialty officer utilization rates, additional areas of study emerged.   
This thesis compared and contrasted the strengths and weaknesses in the structure 
and management practices and policies of the three services’ FM communities and how 
these affect FM officer utilization.  The recommendations presented were based on 
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increasing FM subspecialty coded officer utilization rates as currently defined by 
OPNAVINST 1520.23B and MILPERSMAN 1301-900.  However, limited by scope, this 
thesis did not examine what levels of utilization are possible given the Navy’s current FM 
organizational structure.  To this end the following research area is recommended: 
 
 What is an appropriate target utilization rate given the current 
organizational structure?  Given this target utilization rate does the current 
utilization rate fall above or below this target?  If below the target rate, 
will the recommendations from this thesis, those not involving 
organizational structure changes, enable capturing the target utilization 
rate?   
 
The analysis and recommendations of this thesis, due to the scope limitations, are 
based on the perspective of FMB, an organization operating within a larger organization.  
However, FMB does not operate in a microcosm; it operates in the larger environment 
that is the Department of the Navy.  Any changes to the smaller organization will 
consequently reverberate into the larger.  Further research is therefore suggested to 
examine what effects changes to the current Navy FM organizational structure would 
have on the DoN.  Possible topics to consider are the following: 
 
 What impact would the organizational structure changes to the FM 
community recommended in this thesis have on the Department of the 
Navy?  Do the marginal benefits gained from such a restructuring out-
weigh the marginal costs?  
 
In addition to the above topics, three themes kept re-emerging; FM community 
effectiveness, the FM officer’s operational experience level, and the benefits the 
Department of Navy reaps from NPS FM graduates who do not complete a utilization 
tour.  This thesis focused on FM officer utilization rates across the three services.  
However, FM officer utilization rates are not the only metric for measuring FM 
community success.  Utilization rates may be high in one service compared to another but 
does higher utilization make that service more effective (i.e., does FM community 
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effectiveness correlate to community structure and/or high utilization rates?).  The second 
idea explores the importance of operational experience as a key ingredient to an FM 
officer’s pedigree.  The third seeks to quantify the benefits a NPS FM graduate brings to 
non-FM billets.  To explore these three recurring themes the following areas for research 
are recommended: 
 
 Are the Air Force and Army more effective at FM given their stand-alone 
FM communities?  What is the proper measurement for FM community 
effectiveness?  Do FM officer utilization rates affect FM community 
effectiveness? What is the better measurement for capturing the benefits 
the Navy realizes from FM subspecialty coded officers, effectiveness or 
utilization? 
 What identifiable benefits does an officer’s operational experience bring 
to an FM billet?  Does this operational experience increase his or her 
ability to perform in an FM billet? 
 What identifiable benefits does a NPS FM graduate bring to non-FM 
billets?  Do these assets/benefits allow the officer to be more or less 
successful?  Are NPS FM graduates who do not complete a utilization tour 
more or less successful in their Navy career?  
 
Lastly, this did not explore the actual process for establishing a stand-alone FM 
community.  In the recent past, the Navy established the Acquisition Professional 
Community (APC).  The APC is a stand-alone community, which includes a cadre of 
acquisition professional military officers.  Therefore, should the DoN ultimately decide to 
undergo FM community organizational structure changes (i.e., create a stand-alone FM 
community), valuable insight could be gathered from research into the following areas: 
  
 Can the Acquisition Professional Community act as a model for a FM 
community? What was the implementation process used to establish 
Acquisition Professional Community?  What lessons learned can be 
translated into the creation of an FM community?   
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